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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

My desire to help restore sustainable landscapes along with a fascination with the 

designs, patterns, and beauty in nature led me to become involved with ecological 

restoration projects. My project involved planning and working on two different prairie 

restorations begun by my religious community, the Franciscan Sisters of Little Falls, 

Minnesota. 

In one project I learned about the process of prairie restoration and helped plan a 

5-acre prairie restoration at Clare’s Well, a spirituality farm in Annandale, Minnesota. 1 

planned the project with the three Sisters in my Franciscan religious community who live 

and work at Clare’s Well. Prairie Restorations, Inc. (PRI), a 25-year-old prairie 

restoration company of good and reputable service, was chosen by the Sisters to do the 

main work of prepping the site and planting. 

In the other prairie restoration project at the Franciscan Sisters of Little Falls, 

Minnesota Motherhouse, I will be more involved with the work than at Clare’s Well. 

Our gardener at the Motherhouse, Sister Ruth Lentner, has wanted to plant a prairie 

garden for a couple of years but has not had the time to do so. Sister Ruth and I will 

work together to plan the project and do the work. 

Goals: 

At both Clare’s Well and the Franciscan Sisters of Little Falls, Minnesota 

Motherhouse, the goal is to create a stable, sustainable landscape that is aesthetically 

beautiful and healing. At Clare’s Well the current hay field of alfalfa will be restored to 

prairie. Prairie Restorations, Inc. will provide insight into matching appropriate native  



species to the diverse soil and moisture conditions found on the land. At the 

Motherhouse in Little Falls an area south of the vegetable garden will be reconstructed to 

prairie with native grasses and wildflowers. 

Habitat restoration includes either rehabilitation or reconstruction. Rehabilitation 

is restoration of land that already contains some remnant species. In reconstruction one 

begins restoration “with bare soil (such as a former crop field)” (Ehresman and Kurtz). 

Both of the restoration projects I am working on are reconstruction projects. 

 



Chapter II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Prairies Before European Settlement 

Before European settlement tallgrass, mixed-grass, and shortgrass prairie 

dominated much of mid-America. Tallgrass prairie was solely in the easterly areas of 

Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, and Missouri. Shortgrass prairies grew in the westerly areas of 

Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado. All three grasses grew in the states of North and 

South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas (Penner and Schmidt 8-9). 

Early Impressions of Prairie Land 

Some explorers in mid-America thought that the prairie was beautiful because of 

the undulating grass and the beautiful colors of prairie flowers that splashed the open 

fields (Schwieder, Morain, and Nielsen 42). However, explorers such as Zebulon Pike 

called prairie country “sandy desarts” [sic] and Stephen Long called it the “Great 

American Desert” (Flores 8). This imagery gave the plains an identity that has never 

been totally relinquished (Flores 8). 

Settlers to the Great Plains included people from the northeastern United States 

and European immigrants (Schwieder, Morain, and Nielsen 44). These people came 

from areas of land where forests were abundant. The vast, mainly treeless areas of prairie 

land seemed marginal and alien for these people (Flores 5). They saw the land as being 

deficient in moisture and trees (Flores 8). They could not imagine that ¢he land could be 

fertile because it could not grow trees (Schwieder, Morain, and Nielsen 42). When 

settlers found that the land was indeed very fertile, they began to plow the land. At first 

they found it very difficult to plow the strong roots of the plants with their cast-iron  



plows. “A square-yard chunk of big bluestem sod contains twenty-five miles of rootlets, 

root hairs, and roots” (Manning 141). However, by the mid-nineteenth century lighter 

steel plows were invented that could cut through the roots. Early accounts say that the 

crack of the breaking roots sounded like pistol shots (Manning 142-43). 

Ecological Collapse of the Great Plains 

During the last half of the 19" century buffalo on the Great Plains were killed in 

great numbers so that they became almost extinct. Much of the area was also degrassed 

by the 1930s (Flores 13). “With a series of dry years, first the northern Plains, then the 

southern Plains, basically collapsed in a nightmare of erosion and dust storms—seventy 

major ones on the southern Plains in 1935” (Flores 13). 

All of the grass systems have declined dramatically because of agricultural 

conversion, fragmentation, and urbanization of the grasslands (White and Vanasselt). 

“The tallgrass prairie, whose area extent has declined as a result of agriculture 82 to 99 

percent since 1830, has suffered the greatest disaster of any ecosystem on the continent” 

(Flores 13-14). 

The greatest loss of grassland in the world has been caused by agricultural 

conversion (White and Vanasselt) Some of the dramatic effects of agricultural 

conversion are removal of native vegetation, soil exposure to water and wind erosion, and 

changing soil composition due to the use of pesticides and fertilizers (White and 

Vannasselt). 

Other pressures modifying grassland ecosystems are fragmentation caused by the 

building of roads and human settlement (White and Vannasselt). Early settlers used 

prairie sod as material to build houses. Humans also introduced invasive or exotic  



species on prairie lands that have caused great damage to the ecosystem (White and 

Vannasselt). Invasive species have imperiled native flora and fauna and threatened 

native ecosystems. Invasive species can push out or hybridize native plants, alter 

succession, carry disease, change the properties of ecosystems, change the intensity or 

frequency of fire, and rob wildlife of food and shelter (PR Newswire). 

American Sociocultural Consciousness and Ecological Destruction of Prairie Land 

How prairie land in the United States could be almost totally converted in 150 

years is quite astonishing. Joseph Siry in an article entitled “Beyond, Beneath and Behind 

the Wild Frontier” says that three very different images of locus of virtue -- the garden, 

the wild, and the urban setting — have influenced the development of American thought 

and culture (Siry). 

Many people have written about the social and cultural ideas that encouraged the 

ecological damage of the land. European settlers saw the land as physically and 

spiritually void. They believed that in the name of progress and Christianity it had to be 

conquered and civilized. Colonists saw the wilderness as a Garden that needed to be 

tamed and cleared for civilization. Both Europeans and colonists, however, believed 

nature needed to be destroyed in order for a human community to be established (Johns). 

Richard Manning in Grasslands states that even though some Europeans did cause 

harmful effects in the Great Plains region, there were some, such as the French traders, 

who “melded into the existing culture, the authentic culture as it was formed by the land 

and the living manifestations of the land” (261-62). Manning believes that the real 

problem underlying the environmental destruction on the Great Plains is progressive and 

rational industrial man (262). “The hubris of the industrial age was the belief that  



because we could make machines work, we could make the landscape into a machine and 

make it work like one” (Manning 262). Making the prairie landscape into a machine was 

particularly dangerous because the evolution of the prairie landscape “was superbly 

suited to survive conditions we did not and do not understand” (Manning 262). 

Future Prospects for the World's Grasslands 

Various plans and initiatives have emerged in order to preserve and restore 

grassland ecosystems. The Prairie Conservation Action Plan (PCAP) for North America 

is a plan to preserve the prairies of the United States and wildlife in Canadian prairies 

(White and Vanasselt). An organization known as the Great Plains Partnership (GPP) 

had its origins in the U.S. and Canada in 1986 as the Great Plains Initiative. Mexico 

joined in 1994. GPP has several partners including the Nature Conservancy, the U.S. 

Fish and Wildlife Service, the State of Minnesota, and the province of Manitoba with the 

Prairie Habitat Joint Venture (Risser 268). “By demonstrating that both economic and 

environmental interests can be served by preventing the decline of species and their 

ecosystems, the goal is to support the well-being of the Great Plains” (Risser 268). 

In 1987, Drs. Frank and Deborah Popper proposed the idea of a land restoration 

project on the Great Plains that they called the “Buffalo Commons.” The Great Plains 

Restoration Council (GPRC) is a group of people who have joined together to make the 

“Buffalo Commons” proposal of the Poppers a reality in steps beginning with the Million 

Acre Project (Great Plains Restoration Council). GPRC is seeking to protect a million 

acres of land in the Great Plains for wildlife with the Million Acre Project (Great Plains 

Restoration Council).  



Habitat Restoration 

Habitat restoration refers to the process of restoring the functional aspects of an 

ecosystem. The purpose is to reconstruct a stable ecosystem that is a semblance to that 

which originally existed in its pre-disturbed state (What is Habitat Restoration?). Aldo 

Leopold and John Curtis provided the early leadership for the first tallgrass prairie 

restoration between 1935 and 1941 at the University of Wisconsin-Madison Arboretum 

(Robertson). Since then many other large tallgrass prairie restorations have taken place. 

Two of these are the Schulenberg Prairie at the Morton Arboretum in Lisle, Illinois and 

the Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie in Joiliet, Illinois. Midewin is the first federally 

designated tallgrass prairie in the United States (Robertson). Many people are restoring 

smaller areas of land to prairie even in their own backyards. 

Definition of a Prairie 

A prairie is a community of grasses, shrubs, forbs (wildflowers), microorganisms, 

and animals (Ehresman and Kurtz). “From a botanical perspective, virgin prairie is a 

complex plant association which has not been plowed to raise cultivated crops or 

overgrazed to eliminate most native species” (Kurtz 5). Virgin prairies contain two to 

three hundred species of native grasses and prairie wildflowers that are called forbs. 

Prairies that are reconstructed with planted grasslands and forbs usually contain thirty or 

fewer species (Kurtz 5). 

Prairie Restoration 

Restoration ecology has become an important part of conservation management. 

In the last few years many people all over the world have heard the call to work to restore 

ecosystems such as the prairie for different reasons. Many want to save native plants for  



aesthetic and historic reasons. Others want to preserve the native plants for more 

research into using these plants for medicinal purposes and for foods. Still others are 

interested in sustainable prairie landscapes where there is little need for chemicals, 

watering, and mowing (Shirley). 

A prairie has many different values. Following is a list of the values of a prairie. 

Biological diversity 

Ecological or biological mechanisms 

Aesthetics 

Cultural-historical and sociological significance 

Research and educational activities 

Recreational activities such as bird watching, photography, and hunting 

Ecosystem services 

Grazing livestock 

Hunting wildlife 

Harvesting native or cultivated plants 

(Williams and Diebel 26). 

Following is information regarding prairie ecosystem services and the 

biodiversity of the prairie. 

Prairie Ecosystem Services 

e Erosion Control and Water Quality Enhancement 

Prairies are beneficial for miles of area because of their erosion control functions. 

For example, prairie area streams usually have less sediment in them and can 

efficiently handle intensive rainfall. This can eliminate downstream artificial flood  



control impoundments (Williams and Diebel 27). Landscape is stabilized. Prairies 

also act like huge sponges soaking the water up and then filtering it (Chapman, 

Fischer, and Ziegenhagen 34). This filtering capacity plays an extensive role in 

keeping pure water in aquifers (Chapman, Fischer, and Ziegenhagen 30) 

Soil Structure 

Soil structure is increased through prairie storage of carbon and nitrogen (Chapman, 

Fischer, and Ziegenhagen 32). 

Biological Diversity of Prairie and Native Plant Communities 

Biological diversity of the prairie includes soil, vertebrate and invertebrate 

animals, grasses and forbs (Ehresman and Kurtz). 

Prairie animals include birds such as meadowlarks, sparrows, sandhill cranes, 

sharp-tailed grouse, and the lesser prairie chicken (Benedict, Freeman, and Genoways 

143). Some of the Great Plains mammals that have increased in range, populations, or 

both since settlement include the opossum, fox squirrel, masked shrew, red fox, and 

white-tailed deer (Benedict, Freeman, and Genoways 160). Other Great Plains mammals 

such as the white-tailed jackrabbit, black-tailed prairie dog, swift fox, black-footed ferret, 

and wolverine have declined or become extinct (Benedict, Freeman, and Genoways 154). 

Wild insects are dependent on prairies for food, shelter, and mating habitats 

(Shirley). Also, insects such as bees, butterflies, grasshoppers, crickets, and beetles play 

a very significant role in the ecology of the prairie. These insects are important 

contributors to grassland diversity. They contribute greatly to the flow of energy and 

typically represent the greatest fraction of biomass (Arenz and Joern 95). In the prairie  
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ecosystem insects cycle nutrients, pollinate native plants, decompose materials, and 

contribute to energy flow and soil development (Tester 158). 

The moisture level is the determinant factor for the types of plant communities 

that develop on various landforms. Types of prairies are thus named according to 

moisture levels. 

Dry prairies have the least amount of moisture. The grasses and forbs that grow 

there are short to mid-height. Typical flowers are the pasque flower, dotted blazing star, 

and puccoons. Typical grasses are little bluestem, porcupine grass, and side-oats gamma 

(Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 25). 

Mesic prairies have moderate soil moisture. Typical grasses are big bluestem, 

prairie dropseed, and Indian grass. Typical forbs are the wood lily, heart-leaved 

alexander, and maximilian sunflower. Mesic prairies have nutrient rich soils that range 

from sandy to silty (Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 26). In cooler climates 

30 to 50 percent of brush can comprise the total vegetation cover of a mesic prairie. 

When this occurs the prairie is called a mesic brush prairie (Minnesota Department of 

Natural Resources 27). Invasive plants of mesic prairies include bird’s foot trefoil, leafy 

spurge, crown vetch, and European buckthorn (PR Newswire). 

Wet prairies are formed in various ways. Some form because of poor drainage in 

low-lying areas. Others form where rainwater or snow melt have been standing for short 

periods. Typical grasses in wet prairies are bog reed grass, blue-joint, and prairie 

cordgrass (Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 27). 

Another plant community that is very rare today is called dry oak savanna. This 

is an area where the intensity and frequency of fire is very low so that oak trees such as  
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the bur oak and northern pin oak were able to successfully invade the dry prairie. Dry 

oak savannas occurred in a transition area between forest and prairie (Minnesota 

Department of Natural Resources 26). 

Currently, what we understand least about native prairies is what happens in the 

soil at the root area. Grassland invertebrate fauna includes protozoans, mites, spiders, 

nematodes, insects, mollusks, earthworms, and millipedes/centipedes (Arenz and Joern 

93). We are only beginning to appreciate the mutually beneficial relationships of 

invertebrate bacteria, microbes, and nematodes with plants and plant roots (Chapman, 

Fischer, and Ziegenhagen 82). We do know that the single-celled protozoans feed on 

bacteria, algae, and yeasts. Their rapid turnover capabilities transform the organic matter 

of the soil “such as the mineralization of organic nitrogen or accumulation of organic 

carbon, the genesis of grassland soil fertility” (Arenz and Joern 94). We also know that 

there are many species of grassland nematodes. Nematodes are abundant multicellular 

microscopic worms (What are Nematodes?). Root nematodes have received much 

attention because of their capability to attack fungi, bacteria, living plants, protozoans, 

and other animals (Arenz and Joern 95). A 1979 study by Scott et al. revealed that in 

terms of energy consumption, nematodes were found to be the most important 

invertebrate group (Arenz and Joern 95). 

Tallgrass Prairie Ecology 

In this section of the Literature Review I have decided to concentrate on tallgrass 

prairie ecology because the tallgrass prairie grew in the area of my restoration work. 

Tallgrass prairie is a fairly recent development. “Evidence for the recent 

development of the tallgrass prairie flora includes the virtual lack of endemic species and  
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the strong affinities of the tall-grass prairie flora with those of eastern and southwestern 

North America” (Steinauer and Collins 41). Prior to the Pleistocene period a grasslands- 

woodland mosaic occurred on the Great Plains (Steinauer and Collins 41). This 

grasslands-woodlands mosaic was a “tallgrass savanna” where trees and grass coexisted 

(Madson and Oberle 18-19). The bur oak was one of the few trees to endure in this 

ecosystem. Its deep taproot kept it from drought and its corky bark shielded it from 

prairie fire (Madson and Oberle 21). 

Disturbance is a critical function in any prairie ecosystem. Presettlement 

disturbances included fire, grazing by large and small herbivores, and periodic drought 

(Steinauer and Collins 43). Many prairie species are perennials with extensive root 

systems that are adapted to grazing, fire, and drought. 

Fires were either caused by lightning or by Native Americans. Fires reduced the 

litter layer making it possible for the rays of the sun to strike the soil surface. This 

resulted in higher temperatures and increased microbial activity, both beneficial to the 

growth of prairie plants (Tester 137). The prairie returns to life after a fire. Phosphorus 

is returned to the soil in ash. This causes a wonderfully profuse blooming of plants 

(Chapman, Fischer, and Ziegenhagen 65). Dormant seeds germinate, insects return, and 

small mammals such as gophers and badgers dig new burrows. “Grazing keeps the 

warm-season grasses in check and allows sunlight to reach the seeds of short-lived plants, 

prompting them to reproduce and survive” (Chapman, Fischer, and Ziegenhagen 65). 

Fire and grazing are management techniques that are now used on restored 

prairies. Mowing has also become a common practice on prairies. Mowing can control 

woody plant encroachment and weeds. Hay removal will then remove standing litter and  
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vegetation. People can mow many times a year. However, the productivity of a prairie is 

decreased with long-term summer mowing. Production on tallgrass prairies increases, 

though, with occasional spring mowing (Steinauer and Collins 47-48). 

Tallgrass prairie vegetation includes Indian Grass, Big Bluestem, Switchgrass, 

Rough Dropseed, Little Bluestem, and Sideoats, along with Hairy and Blue Gamma 

(Steinauer and Collins 39-40). Root systems of prairie plants are variable. A taproot 

penetrates deeply making it possible for it to use subsoil moisture during droughts. Other 

roots are dense and shallow making it possible for them to capture moisture from rains 

that only sink a few inches into the soil (Tester 134). 

Minnesota Prairies 

In Minnesota, “mesic prairie, present under conditions of moderate moisture, was 

the most common grassland type before settlement” (Tester 134). Toward the middle and 

end of the 1800s, the pioneers in Minnesota realized that the deep, rich soil of the 

tallgrass prairie was also good for planting of agricultural crops (Tester 132). Corn, 

wheat, and soybean crops have mostly replaced native prairie in Minnesota. Of the 

nearly twenty million acres of native prairie that stretched over Minnesota less than 1% 

remains (Tester 132). 

Buffalo were common in southern and western Minnesota before the mid-1800s 

although not as common as in the Dakotas, Kansas, and Nebraska (Tester 141). Herds 

numbering in the thousands were seen by explorers in Minnesota. Wild elk were also 

prevalent. Gophers, badgers, white-tailed jackrabbits, coyotes, red fox, striped skunks, 

raccoon, voles, mice, shrews, and weasel are the mammals that live in the remaining  
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Minnesota prairie today. Gophers and badgers that feed almost exclusively on the plant 

materials of the tallgrass prairies have the greatest impact on the land (Tester 144). 

Probably the most conspicuous birds on native prairie are the marbled godwits 

and upland sandpipers (Tester 147). Both of these birds nest on the ground. They have a 

preference for areas with less litter accumulation. “Fires and limited grazing create ideal 

habitat for these birds and probably played a key role in determining their abundance in 

the past” (Tester 147). In Minnesota before the 1800s the sharp-tailed grouse were 

plentiful. The disturbance of the habitat plowed for crops after settlement created a 

decrease in sharp-tailed grouse. Prairie chickens began to spread into southern 

Minnesota from Wisconsin and Iowa in the early 1800s (Tester 148). Prairie chickens 

thrived on an equal mixture of grassland and cropland. As the prairie habitat declined, so 

did the numbers of prairie chickens. “Prairie-chickens have been protected in Minnesota 

since 1935, and it does not seem likely that the population will increase sufficiently to 

permit hunting in the near future” (Tester 148). 

Other animals of the Minnesota prairie are frogs, toads, salamanders, and snakes. 

Plains garter, redbelly, smooth green, gopher, fox, and western hognose are the six 

species of snakes found on a Minnesota prairie (Tester 154). 

Present Status of the Tallgrass Prairie in Minnesota 

150,000 acres of native prairie remains. 

Around 48,000 acres are protected today by agencies such as the DNR and The 

Nature Conservancy. 

Loss of prairie due to industrial and agricultural development have endangered or 

threatened many species of prairie plants and a number of animals on the prairie. In  
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Minnesota the western prairie white-fringed orchid is listed as endangered. The plant 

is also federally threatened. 

The remaining prairies could hold genetic secrets of extreme importance to 

agriculture and medicine (Tester 158-59). 

 



CHAPTER HI 

INFORMATION AND DISCUSSION REGARDING THE PROJECT 

Objectives of the Restoration Projects 

Reduction of soil depletion and erosion 

Herbicides and pesticides are reduced or eliminated 

Preservation of the land 

Increase of biodiversity — (Increased numbers of animals and plant species help make 

a sustainable landscape.) 

Healing for the Earth and humans 

A sustainable landscape provides the social benefits of little maintenance required on 

the established landscape and an increase in property values. 

Methods and Materials Used 

In order to learn about the process of prairie restoration for the two restoration 

projects and to research information for this paper, I used various methods and materials. 

The methods include discussions about the prairie restoration process at Clare’s Well 

with Sisters Jan Kilian, Carol Schmit, and Aggie Soenneker. Also, I interviewed Brad 

Vierkant, prairie restorationist at Prairie Restorations, Inc., regarding the work at Clare’s 

Well. Phone calls and discussions with Sr. Ruth Lentner, gardener at the Little Falls 

Motherhouse, began in March 2004. 

I consulted various books and Internet articles for the Literature Review. The 

books most helpful to me for the Literature Review were Prairie Conservation: 

Preserving North America’s Most Endangered Ecosystem, Tallgrass Prairie, Minnesota’s 

Natural Heritage: An Ecological Perspective, and Grassland: The History, Biology.  
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Politics, and Promise of the American Prairie. 1 also consulted various books to learn 

about the prairie restoration process. Most helpful to me were Going Native: A Prairie 

Restoration Handbook for Minnesota Landowners, and A Practical Guide to Prairie   

Reconstruction. Various wildflower guidebooks were also useful. Finally, I used 

research materials from books and the Internet regarding prairie ecosystems and the land 

areas in Wright and Morrison counties where the restorations are taking place. 

Discussion of Project Integration With Themes of the ELM Program 

Learned about resource management along with the intersection of human 

sociocultural systems and ecological systems. 

Sacred landscapes and healing are key integrative points in the project. 

Explored the major organizing principles of Earth Literacy: sustainability and justice, 

systems and change, and “place”. 

Explored a methodology for deepening experiences of the natural world as a learning 

milieu. 

This project fosters the development and articulation of a worldview that promotes a 

just and sustainable Earth Community. 

The project stresses the importance of biodiversity as a potentially renewable 

resource for all species. 

Learned about the ecological niches of organisms, their interactions, and their 

responses to changing environmental conditions. 

Explored the relationships and dynamic interplay between local and global 

movements towards sustainability.  
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Gained experience in applying empathy, personal change theory, and knowledge of 

an issue to individuals, helping them to understand restoration processes and 

sustainability. 

I will more deeply appreciate the relationships between natural and cultural systems 

as they relate to human and planetary health. 

Explored examples of just and holistic approaches for change and the role of 

spirituality in promoting efforts toward sustainability. 

Continued to grow in the realization that practice in deepening a biospiritual 

relationship with the natural world is both source and strategy for healing the Earth. 

 



CHAPTER IV 

PRAIRIE RECONSTRUCTION PROCESS 

General Overview 

This general overview of a prairie reconstruction process is from Going Native: A 

Prairie Restoration Handbook for Minnesota Landowners by Rebecca Kilde. This 
  

excellent book goes through the entire process necessary to restore up to twenty acres of 

a native prairie community. The book begins with the groundwork of clarifying goals, 

estimating budget, checking local ordinances, investigating the history of the site, 

knowing your soil, mapping your site, and thinking about the preparation, planting, and 

maintenance of the site. This book also covers buying seeds and plants, site preparation, 

planting the prairie, and finally maintenance of the prairie. 

Buying Seeds and Plants: 

Going Native encourages one to buy seeds that are local. This is because prairie 

plants developed adaptations to the area over time, and so it is very important to know 

what historically grew in the area and reproduce it as closely as possible. It is also 

important to buy seeds from a native plant nursery that grows its own seed stock because 

some people have begun unethical seed collection practices. A prairie needs a good mix 

of different grasses and flowering plants (forbs). The standard for a prairie mix is 50 to 

60 percent forbs and 40 to 50 percent grasses by weight (Kilde 14). 

It 1s important to be careful of commercial “wildflower” mixes that contain non- 

native species (Kilde 12). Some of these non-native species are actually listed as noxious 

weeds in Minnesota and are prohibited for transport, growing, or sale in the state (Kilde 

12). Following are the “wildflower” mixes to stay away from if they contain any of these  
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noxious non-native species to Minnesota: ox-eye daisy, bachelor’s button, California 

poppy, Queen Anne’s lace, Shasta daisy, purple loosestrife, and tall purple coneflower 

(Kilde 12-13) 

Site Preparation: 

Site preparation for a larger area usually includes a combination method of 

mechanical cultivation and herbicide treatment. The herbicide glyphosate marketed 

under brand names such as Roundup and Kleenup is recommended for site preparation. 

If possible, it is good to use the no-till method for site preparation. One can burn and 

rake to prepare the seedbed and then use the herbicide. Final steps in preparing a large 

site include using a cultivator to break the soil into small chunks. Then pack the soil with 

a cultipacker or roller for firmness (Kilde 23). It is extremely important to have a smooth 

and firm seedbed for excellent seed germination. On a smaller area one can use a 

rototiller to break the soil into small chunks. Then rake, pack by hand, and use a small 

lawn roller to create the firm, smooth seedbed (Kilde 24). 

Planting the Prairie: 

Drilling and broadcasting are the two methods for planting. On larger areas grass 

seed usually is planted by drilling. A native-seed drill has a series of disks or small plows 

that open a furrow for seed and meter out specific amounts of seed. Then the seed is 

covered by soil and packed down with rubber rollers (Kilde 28). When you pull these 

drills behind tractors, the tractor speed should be no more than three miles per hour. 

Make two passes at right angles to each other (Kilde 29). 

Broadcasting is spreading seeds mechanically or by hand on the surface of the soil 

(Kilde 30). Forb seeds are smaller than grass seeds and in order to be evenly distributed  
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over the surface of the soil should be broadcast by hand. After broadcasting, the seed is 

lightly incorporated into the soil. Then the seedbed is packed down to create good 

contact between the soil and seed (Kilde 30). No special equipment is needed for 

broadcasting. Also the seedbed has a less structured look because the seeds are not 

planted in rows. 

Maintenance: 

The prairie will take three to five years to become established. After that time the 

prairie will only need low maintenance. 

Since the prairie is a fire-dependent ecosystem, prescribed burning in larger areas 

is necessary in the first years for maintenance. Permits may be necessary for burning at 

the site. A good rule of thumb for burning is once every three to four years (Kilde 36). 

Only one third to one half of the site should be burned in order to promote diversity. The 

unburned areas will provide a home, food, and winter cover for wildlife (Kilde 37). How 

often the site needs to be burned depends on the site. 

During the planting year it is important to control annual weeds by mowing. The 

mower needs to cut four to five inches higher than the seedlings (Kilde 39). Mowing 

needs to take place until late September. Rake off or remove thick cuttings left after 

mowing. 

In the spring of the second year mow six to eight inches as soon as the weeds 

begin to grow. “Limit mowing in the second growing season to one or two times, no 

shorter than eight inches and only if needed to control weeds. Time your mowing before 

the weeds flower” (Kilde 40). Also, it could be necessary to manually pull some weeds 

or to use spot applications of glyphosate.  
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In the beginning of year three a prescribed burn is recommended. It is also 

recommended to interseed places that don’t have a good growth of native plants (Kilde 

41). 

Natural Vegetation of Minnesota, 1847-1907 

A Public Land Survey of natural vegetation occurred in Minnesota from 1847- 

1907. During these years, prairie land existed throughout most of southern and western 

Minnesota. Vegetation types of the prairie and deciduous forest included upland prairie, 

prairie wetland, aspen parkland, oak woodland and brushland, floodplain forest, and 

maple-basswood forest (see Appendix A, The Natural Vegetation of Minnesota at the 

Time of the Public Land Survey: 1847-1907, Map). 

Clare’s Well Prairie, Annandale, MN 

Clare’s Well in Annandale, Minnesota is situated in the south-central part of the 

state. The farm is located in French Lake Township in Wright County, Minnesota. On 

the Natural Vegetation map of Minnesota from 1847-1907 the vegetation at Clare’s Well 

is shown as mostly Maple-Basswood Forest dotted with smaller areas of Prairie Wetland. 

The Maple-Basswood Forest includes elm, basswood, sugar maple, red oak, and white 

oak (see Appendix A, The Natural Vegetation of Minnesota at the Time of the Public 

Land Survey: 1847-1907, Map). 

I spoke by phone with Kelly Randall of DNR, Ecological Services regarding the 

original habitat distribution at Clare’s Well. Randall said that originally there was some 

wet prairie to the east of Clare’s Well. The land at Clare’s Well was originally a 

transition zone between prairie and forest. Vegetation consisted of prairie plants along  
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with elm, maple, and oak trees (Randall, Kelly, “personal communication,” February 10, 

2004). 

Discussions at Clare’s Well - Weekend of Feb 7 & 8, 2004 

I spoke with the Sisters at Clare’s Well about their prairie restoration project. In 

2003 after talking with Mike Evenocheck, a prairie restorationist at Prairie Restorations, 

Inc., they decided to use PRI to do the main work of prepping their 5-acre land and to do 

the planting of seeds and wildflowers. The Sisters told me that prior to fall 2003 when 

PRI sprayed an application of Roundup to begin the restoration process the 5-acre land 

was planted in alfalfa with a labyrinth cut into the alfalfa field. Prior to fall 2003 a 

farmer had harvested the alfalfa field every year. The alfalfa was used for mulch. The 

Sisters realized that the soil was depleted and the alfalfa was old, and for this reason the 

Sisters desired to restore the land to prairie for beauty and healing of the Earth and 

humans (Kilian, OSF, Jan, Schmit, OSF, Carol, and Soenneker, OSF, Aggie, “personal 

communication,” February 7-8, 2004). 

Seedlings for Clare’s Well 

Jan, Carol, Aggie, and I discussed how many seedlings we wanted planted after 

grass seed and wildflower seed is planted. We decided on 2,000 seedlings. I chose 20 

wildflowers from the list provided by PRI. I recommended that for diversity there be at 

least 20 seedlings. My suggestion was to plant 100 of each seedling. 

Here are my recommendations: 

Smooth Aster, Butterfly Weed, Prairie Rose, Columbine, Stiff Goldenrod, 

Mountain Mint, Wild Bergamot, Rough Blazing Star, Hispid Sunflower, Whorled 

Milkweed, Prairie Smoke, Harebell, Golden Alexanders, Blue-eyed Grass, Wild  
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Geranium, Northern Bedstraw, Stiff Tickseed, Tooth Leaved Primrose, Azure Aster, and 

Upland Goldenrod 

Interview with Brad Vierkant at Prairie Restorations, Inc. 

I talked with Brad Vierkant, restorationist and project supervisor, at Prairie 

Restorations, Inc. on February 23, 2004. He gave me details of the process for prairie 

restoration of the 5 acres of land at Clare’s Well. The following is the outlined process 

Vierkant gave me for site preparation, seeding, erosion control, planting of seedlings, and 

management ( Vierkant, Brad, “personal interview,” February 23, 2004). 

Site Preparation at Clare’s Well: 

e Application of Roundup Ultra and Garlon 3A herbicides in areas with actively 

growing vegetation. 

Controlled Burn (see Appendix B, Photos after Controlled Burn). There is a wetland 

near the land designated for prairie. The sisters have decided to also burn the wetland 

area in order to rejuvenate the wetland plants. 

Allow the site to green up. 

Another Roundup Ultra herbicide application. 

Allow 10 days before disking or tilling the soil to a depth of 4”. 

Rake or harrow the soil to create a firm, smooth seedbed. 

Seed and Seeding at Clare’s Well: 

e Seeding of grass seeds will be applied with a Truax seed drill. 

e Raking or harrowing will follow all grass seeding. 

e Wildflower seeds that are smaller than grass seeds will be applied by broadcasting 

with a Vicon machine.  
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e Both grass and wildflower seed mixes will include a Short Dry Mix and a Mixed 

Height Mesic Mix. 

For erosion control a cover crop of wheat or oats will be sown along with the native 

grasses. Later this cover crop will be mowed down. 

Immediately following the implementation of the cover crop the planting will be 

further diversified with 2,000 wildflower seedlings. These will be planted 

individually in designated areas of the project. A labyrinth will be mowed into an 

area of the 5.5 acres. 

Management of Prairie Area at Clare’s Well: 

eo Mowing will be necessary during the first growing season. Cutting needs to be no 

shorter than 4 to 6 inches (depending on wildflower species present). 

Second year and after some mowing and hand weeding will be necessary along with 

the possibility of burning and spot spraying. 

Motherhouse Prairie, Franciscan Sisters of Little Falls, MN 

The Motherhouse of the Franciscan Sisters of Little Falls, Minnesota is situated in 

the central part of the state in Morrison County. On the Natural Vegetation map from 

1847-1907 the vegetation near Little Falls is Oak Woodland and Brushland along with a 

fairly large area of Prairie Wetland. The Oak Woodland and Brushland vegetation 

includes bur and pin oak, aspen and hazel thickets, and prairie openings (see Appendix 

A, The Natural Vegetation of Minnesota at the Time of the Public Land Survey: 1847- 

1907, Map).  



General Overview: 

This prairie garden of around 1000 square feet at the Franciscan Sisters of Little 

Falls Motherhouse grounds will be planted in native prairie vegetation. The area is on the 

south end of the grounds between the vegetable garden and Assisi House. The garden 

will be a quiet place to enjoy aesthetic beauty, reflection, and contemplation. 

The following is a yearly outline of tasks that Sister Ruth Lentner and I discussed 

for the prairie restoration project at the Motherhouse (Lentner, OSF, Ruth, “personal 

communication,” March 2004). 

Buying Seeds: 

e Buy approximately 2 Ib. grass seeds, 4 oz. forbs, and 40 seedlings — May/June 2004. 

Cost of approximately $150 for Wildflower and Grass Seed Mixes for Mixed 

Height/Mesic Soil. Buy from Prairie Restorations, Inc. 

Site Preparation: 

e Sr. Ruth Lentner has tilled the area for the past 3 years — 2002-2004. 

e Rake the area — June 2004. 

e (Create a smooth, firm seedbed with a lawn roller or some other device — June 2004. 

Planting and Mulching: 

e Plant by broadcasting grass seeds and forbs by hand — June 2004. Mulch area to 

prevent weeds and to help with cold frost (see Appendix B, Photos of Planting). 

Maintenance: 

e When first year growth gets to 10 to 12 inches tall, mow to four or five inches — late 

Summer/Fall 2004. 

e Keep the vegetation at 6 to 8 inches by mowing one to three more times — Fall 2004.  



o Flag the location for a chair or bench for this area — Summer 2005. 

eo Mow path and install chair or bench — Summer 2005. 

eo Mow again if needed. 

The planting and mulching at the Franciscan Motherhouse grounds was done in 

June before this paper was finished. The grass seed planted was a mix of Big Bluestem, 

Little Bluestem, Indian Grass, Side Oats Gamma, Canada Wild Rye, Switchgrass, and 

Prairie Dropseed. The mesic native wildflower mixture planted included Meadow 

Blazing Star, Azure Aster, Butterfly Weed, Prairie Rose, Showy Goldenrod, Golden 

Alexander, and Black Eyed Susan. Some of the seedlings planted around the garden 

border were Spiderwort, Wild Garlic, Fireweed, Maximilian Sunflower, and Prairie 

Smoke. 

 



CHAPTERYV 

REFLECTIVE ESSAY 

In this reflective essay I will describe personal and communal practices and 

resources that sustain my efforts in advancing the aims of my project. As stated earlier, 

the purpose and aim of the prairie restoration projects is twofold: 1) to reconstruct a 

stable, sustainable ecosystem that is a semblance to that which originally existed in its 

pre-disturbed state; 2) at the same time to create a beautifully aesthetic area where people 

can reflect, be healed, and reconnect with nature. 

My studies regarding ecological sustainability in the Earth Literacy Master's 

program at St. Mary of the Woods College have helped me realize that our world needs 

sustainable ecosystems before sustainable development can be achieved. The reasons 

why I chose prairie restoration for my project are that ecological restoration of an 

ecosystem helps heal the Earth and humans. Ecological restoration can also help humans 

to solve our environmental problems and to reconnect with the web of life. 

In the “Book of Revelation” it says, 

Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth. The former heaven and the former 

earth had passed away, and the sea was no more. I also saw the holy city, a new 

Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride adorned for 

her husband. I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, ‘Behold God’s 

dwelling is with the human race. He will dwell with them and they will be his 

people and God himself will always be with them [as their God]’ (The New 

American Bible, St. Joseph Edition, “Book of Revelation” 21:1-3, 407).  
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I believe that God asks us to be co-creators in bringing about this “new earth” by working 

to restore the earth. At the same time we humans need much healing, as our spirits are 

saddened and discouraged by the earth’s destruction and degradation. 

With prairie restoration I am personally sustained by helping to heal the earth and 

humans. Our ecosystems are desperately crying for healing from environmental 

destruction, depletion, and fragmentation. Prairie habitat restoration helps to heal the 

environment. Specifically, prairie restoration requires low maintenance once it becomes 

mature. One does not cultivate the land year after year nor does one use pesticides. The 

soil 1s not damaged and we are not polluting the environment. Also, some wildlife such 

as butterflies and birds will come back because their habitat has been restored. Our Earth 

is being healed and the diversity of wildlife is encouraged. Humans can also be healed in 

this beautiful environment filled with good air, soil, and diversity. Both the gardener and 

those who delight in the garden can be healed by nature. 

The Sisters at Clare’s Well began a ministry of hospitality, healing, prayer, and 

restoration fifteen years ago. A prairie garden at Clare’s Well will further enhance the 

beauty of a place where many people have reflected and renewed their spirits. 

At the Little Falls Motherhouse grounds we have two hermitages for people who 

desire to make personal retreats. This is one of our ministries of hospitality. The prairie 

garden is near the hermitages, so I am envisioning this garden as a quiet garden such as 

Rev. Philip Roderick envisions in the article “A Quiet Garden” by Louise Palmer. This 

type of garden is a place of solace and spiritual inquiry, a place of reflection, prayer, and 

contemplation. It is a place to withdraw into beauty. Roderick says:  
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We create gardens because we are called to be co-creators with God, designers of 

places to fulfill the human quest for wholeness and well-being. The earth heals, 

so even when we are just sitting in the garden, we are touching the earth and 

being embraced by God’s activity (Palmer 51). 

As a member of a Franciscan community of sisters I am deeply sustained in my 

restoration work by the spirituality of St. Francis of Assisi and the Franciscan charism of 

caring for the earth. 

Dawn Nothwehr, a Franciscan Sister of Rochester, Minnesota, has written some 

wonderful essays about the Franciscan theology of the environment in a book that she 

edited entitled Franciscan Theology of the Environment: An Introductory Reader. 

Nothwehr says that in the first generation after Francis and Clare, Franciscan theologians 

understood that they embodied a Franciscan evangelical theology (“Cosmic Mysticism, 

Cosmic Christ, Cosmic Mutuality” xxvi). In this theology God is a compassionate lover 

revealed in all of creation. Franciscan spirituality is based on St. Francis of Assisi’s 

understanding that all creation manifests Christ (“Cosmic Mysticism, Cosmic Christ, 

Cosmic Mutuality” xxv). Everything in creation was good because God had created it. 

Francis saw the handiwork of the Creator in all of creation. Francis was true kin to all 

creation. He respected every animal from worms to wolves. Because he loved God so 

deeply and wanted everything to praise God, he even preached to animals asking them to 

praise God with him (Dennis, Nangle, Moe-Lobeda, and Taylor 104-20). 

Francis possessed an innate understanding of earthly and cosmic relationships. 

This is revealed through his Canticle of the Creatures where he addresses the sun, moon, 

stars, and elements as brother and sister (Leclerc 3-23). Francis’ loving care for the Earth  
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and his thoughts regarding leaving space for wildflowers is expressed in the following 

passage from the Mirror of Perfection, an early writing about the life of St. Francis of 
  

Assisi. These words particularly encourage me in prairie restoration work. 

In the same way he told the friar who cared for the gardens not to cultivate a// the 

ground for vegetables, but to set aside a plot to grow flowers to bloom in their 

season, out of love for Him Who is called The Rose on the plain and the Lily on 

the mountain slopes. Indeed, he told the brother-gardener that he should always 

make a pleasant flower-garden, and cultivate every variety of fragrant herb and 

flowering plant, so that all who saw the herbs and flowers would be moved to 

praise God (Habig 1257). 

Francis is asking to leave a space for wildflowers to bloom! 

Dawn Nothwehr also points out that John Duns Scotus, a Franciscan who lived 

during the time of St. Thomas of Aquinas, has made significant contributions that provide 

good insight for a modern understanding of environmental issues (“Preface xvii). 

Nothwehr speaks of Scotus’ belief that “the lot of each person is bound up with everyone 

else’s. There is a mutuality that defines all the relationships within the community of 

creation” (“Cosmic Mysticism, Cosmic Christ, Cosmic Mutuality” xxvii). This mutuality 

1s power-with rather than power over creation. Nothwehr calls this “cosmic mutuality.” 

This mutuality personally sustains me in all my relationships with creation. 

The other understanding of John Duns Scotus that sustains me in my restoration 

work is what Nothwehr says Scotus calls haeccietas or the individuation or “thisness” of 

every particular element of creation (“Benedictine Responsibility and Franciscan 

Mutuality” 412). Nothwehr says, “Not only is each element of the cosmos different in  
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its accidental characteristics, but each is distinct in its very essence. The implications of 

haecceitas for ecology are vast in that it requires humans to value each element of 

creation, in its particularity, as sacred—God’s self-expression” (“Benedictine 

Responsibility and Franciscan Mutuality” 412). This principle of haecceitas to me 1s 

similar to Thomas Berry’s principle of interiority. 

My Franciscan Sisters have continued in the tradition of Francis by caring for the 

earth in Little Falls, Minnesota. They have been gardening on the land in Little Falls for 

many years. Some of our older sisters continue to plant and care for small gardens. I am 

inspired and encouraged by their love for creation, especially the fruit of the Earth and 

the beauty of flowers. I have continued in their tradition by working in the community 

vegetable gardens both at the Little Falls Motherhouse and at the Motherhouse of the 

Franciscan Sisters in Tiffin, Ohio. My Franciscan community also has an Ecological 

Committee of which I am a member. This committee studies and encourages sustainable 

practices and is a great support to me in my efforts for restoration work. 

In my eco-ethical thought I see myself as a “holist” or “naturalist.” “Classic 

Western philosophy and Judaeo-Christian theology have tended to see non-human 

creatures as valuable because of their utility or their capacity for delighting human 

beings” (Smith 17). In the late 1980s and early 1990s ethicists such as Lawrence Johnson 

and Peter Wenz argued for a new philosophical perspective for all creatures and natural 

features. Johnson called for “moral considerability” for all creatures and natural features. 

Wenz spoke of the “moral concern” owed them as part of an interactive ecological whole 

(Smith 14). People like Wenz and Johnson who live, teach, and generally promote  
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“holistic” environmental ethics inspire in me a moral concern for all creation and 

encourage me in the work of ecological restoration. 

Pamela Smith in her article entitled “Keystones of Environmental Ethics” speaks 

of Aldo Leopold’s work as being foundational to the eco-ethical thought of Johnson, 

Wenz and other professional ethicists (14). Leopold’s “land ethic” presented in his book 

Sand County Almanac states: “A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, 

stability, and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise” (225). 

Leopold’s land ethic and his work for the Earth are for me treasures that inspire me to 

restorative action for the earth. 

Brian Swimme and Thomas Berry’s understandable way of presenting the new 

scientific story of the universe has helped me to change my worldview. I love how in 

their book The Universe Story they present the creation of the universe with the 

following words: 

Originating power brought forth a universe. All the energy that would ever exist 

in the entire course of time erupted as a single quantum—a singular gift— 

existence. If in the future, stars would blaze and lizards would blink in their light, 

these actions would be powered by the same numinous energy that flared forth at 

the dawn of time” (17). 

Thomas Berry’s three principles of diversity, subjectivity or interiority, and communion 

also have become guides for me for understanding the Earth Community and living as 

part of the Earth Community. 

I have always sought out sacred places in nature for spiritual sustenance and, 

consequently, have developed a strong sense of “place.” These are places to which I  
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have become intimately bound being drawn there by beauty and for healing. They are 

places to contemplate and reflect. They are away from our fast-paced society. These 

places help me to gain a peace-filled, quiet center. If I look and listen, they teach me 

about the rhythms and cycles of nature. 

About twelve years ago when I was discerning what religious community I 

wanted to join I stayed over night at the Franciscan Sisters of Little Falls Motherhouse. I 

had a dream where I understood “This is the place.” With these words I knew certain 

confirmation about joining the community. Since the word “place” was also so strongly 

part of this dream, I also knew that the land itself would become an intimate part of me. 

Over the years | have enjoyed walking around the grounds delighting in the various small 

flower gardens, the vegetable garden, and the pine trees. My restoration work helps me 

to gain an enhanced sense of place and a deeper connection with the land that I love. I am 

certain that the prairie garden will also help others who see it to develop a deeper 

connection with nature, place, hope, healing, and with life itself. 

Restoration of the Earth is a positive activity that draws people together from 

many backgrounds. This involvement of so many people is a communal practice that 

sustains me in my restoration work. All over the world people have realized the 

significance of ecological restoration on both small and large scales. Larger projects 

have included restoration of the Caledonian Forest in Scotland, the dry tropical forests of 

Costa Rica, and the mangroves of Vietnam (Trees for Life: Restoring the Caledonian 

Forest). In the United Kingdom an organization called Trees for Life has called on the 

United Nations to declare the 21* century “The Century of Restoring the Earth” (Trees  
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for Life: Restoring the Caledonian Forest). Whatever their motivation, people from all 

walks of life possess a shared goal of restoring and healing the Earth. 

Through prairie restoration I am personally sustained by the opportunity to learn 

firsthand about nature’s laws and principles and natural ecosystem services. In her book 

Biomimicry: Innovation Inspired by Nature, Janine Benyus relates how we can survive in 

the place we are at by emulating nature’s economics. She says our industries and 

economy can apply “strategies adopted by all complex, mature ecosystems” (248). 

Benyus believes that we can understand nature’s principles, laws, and strategies and 

mimic them in our lives. These laws and principles are: nature recycles everything, 

rewards cooperation, runs on sunlight, taps the power of limits, curbs excesses from 

within, uses only the energy it needs, fits form to function, banks on diversity, and 

demands local expertise (7). 

As I began the practice of prairie restoration I began to more fully understand 

what makes a sustainable ecosystem community and what processes are involved. One 

can understand the natural processes of the prairie by examining its ecosystem services. 

These services include maintenance of biodiversity, movement and cycling of nutrients, 

mitigation of floods and droughts, partial stabilization of the climate, detoxification and 

decomposition of wastes, disperals of seeds, and pollination of natural vegetation. 

Prairies also help purify air and water, moderate weather extremes and their impacts, and 

generate and preserve soils and renewal of their fertility (Daily, Gretchen, et al). These 

natural services can help us to redesign and rebuild a sustainable world. 

The exciting opportunity to integrate design with living processes also sustains 

me. As one restores the earth one integrates design with living processes. Integrating  
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design with living processes implies that the design preserves nutrient and water cycles, 

respects species diversity, minimizes resource depletion, maintains the quality of habitat, 

and 1s cognizant of all other preconditions of ecosystem and human health (Van der Ryn 

and Cowan 18). 

Restoration helps me to understand that in order to achieve ecological 

sustainability, nature is the best model we have for design problems (Van der Ryn and 

Cowan 7). In their book Ecological Design Sim Van der Ryn and Stuart Cowan define 

ecological design as “any form of design that minimizes environmentally destructive 

impacts by integrating itself with living processes” (18). “Ecological design is simply the 

effective adaptation to and integration with nature’s processes. It proceeds from 

considerations of health and wholeness, and tests its solutions with a careful accounting 

of their full environmental impacts” (18). With ecological design we ask new questions 

of each design: 1) Does this design enhance and heal or diminish the living world and 2) 

Does this design preserve or degrade relevant ecological structure and process? (18). 

Thinking about design in this way strengthens the weave that links nature and culture. 

“Ecological design works with the inherent integrities of a given place, recognizing that 

the extent to which we rely on far-flung resources is the extent to which we are no longer 

accountable to our own place” (Van der Ryn and Cowan 72). 

We need to design ecotones or soft edges because by doing so we intensify 

interactions and rich exchanges between people, land, and other creatures. “We bring 

together a greater diversity of life in an ecological ecotone, and we encourage greater 

cultural and economic diversity in an urban ecotone. In doing this, we facilitate the flows  
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of materials, energy, and information that can catalyze self-designing processes” (Van 

der Ryn and Cowan 134). 

In The Nature of Design, David Orr gives us four rules or standards for ecological 

design: 1) “Ecological design is a community process that aims to increase local 

resilience by building connections between people, between people and the ecology of 

their places, and between people and their history.” 2) “Ecological design takes time 

seriously by placing limits on the velocity of materials, transportation, money, and 

information.” 3) “Ecological design eliminates the concept of waste and transforms our 

relationship to the material world.” 4) “Ecological design at all levels has to do with 

system structure, not the rates of change” (180-83). 

People working for sustainable communities and landscapes also sustain me. 

Fritjof Capra in his book The Hidden Connections: Integrating the Biological, Cognitive, 

and Social Dimensions of Life into a Science of Sustainability believes that the first step 

to building sustainable communities is to be ecologically literate. This means 

understanding the principles of organization common to living systems and how 

ecosystems have evolved to sustain all of life (230). While ecoliteracy is the first step, 

Capra says moving toward ecological design or ecodesign is the second step (233). 

Ecological restoration is part of ecological design as one looks to natural ecosystems to 

help us restore our degraded and damaged land. 

Finally, those people living in Third World countries who have been living 

sustainably for generations personally sustain me. In Ancient Futures: Learning from 

Ladakh, Helena Norberg-Hodge presents how the people of the Tibetan country of 

Ladakh have followed the principles of ecological design for years. Ladakhi have lived  
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with the land. They sow their fields by using a large pile of stones in the form of an 

obelisk as an agricultural calendar (Norberg-Hodge 19). Most of their wild shrubs, 

plants, and bushes are used for some meaningful purpose such as for fuel and for roofs of 

houses. Animal dung is used for fertilizer. Each home has a composting latrine 

(Norberg-Hodge 25-26). 

The Ladakhi people are in danger of losing these traditional ecological practices. 

Smaller developing countries such as Ladakh are dependent on international trade with 

the United States and other developed countries for materials and goods. Often this 

dependency leads to a monoculture where dress, music, education, and even a set of 

values are based on the United States and other developed countries (xiv). Norberg- 

Hodge calls for developing countries to decentralize their economic and political 

structures (181). She wants the Ladakh people and other Third World people who know 

how to live on the land and know the limits of nature to be able to continue their 

sustainable ways instead of changing to the non-sustainable practices of most of the 

Western world. 1, too, desire for this to happen. We will always need mentors who have 

lived sustainably with the land to teach us and inspire us. 

 



CHAPTER VI 

PROJECT OUTCOME 

I have prepared a brochure for Clare’s Well sharing information about prairie 

habitat restoration in general and also the specific process used at Clare’s Well (see 

Clare’s Well Brochure, p. 55). 

I have provided information in an article for the Franciscan Sisters of Little Falls, 

Minnesota newsletter Community News about the prairie garden at the Little Falls   

Motherhouse grounds (see Appendix C). 

In the fall of 2004, 1 also plan to show the Microsoft Power Point presentation 

about the prairie restoration projects to the Franciscan Sisters at the Little Falls 

Motherhouse. This is a presentation that I created and presented at my last school 

residency in April 2004. It includes much of the information that is in this paper. 
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APPENDIX A 

“The Natural Vegetation of Minnesota at the Time of the Public Land 

Survey: 1847-1907”, Map 

 



  

Vegetation Types of the 
Prairie and Deciduous Forest 

Upland Prairie Bluesiems, Indian Grass, Needle and 
Grama grasses; Composites and other forbs 

Prairie Wetland—Bluejoint Grass, Cordgrass, Cattails, 
Rushes, Sedges 

  

  

  

  

Aspen and Hazel thickets, and Prairie openings 

Mugdgiain Furest.<Siiver Maple, Elen, Customer, 

Maple-Basswood Ferest—Elm, Basswood. Sugar 
Maple, Red Oak, White Oak 

    

Vegetation Types of the Conifer Forest 
Northern Hardwood Forest—Sugar Maple, Yellow 
Birch, Basswood, and occasional White Pine 

Great Lakes Pine Forest—White Pine, Red Pine with 
Paper Birch, and Aspen 

Jack Pine Forest—Jack Pine with Red Pine, Oak and 
Hazel 

  

  

    

| Boreal Hardwood-Conifer Forest—Aspen, Birch, 
Balsam Fir, White Spruce, White Cedar A Sue : 
eae} i i ge 

  
  

The Natural Vegetation of Minnesota at the Time of the Public Land Survey: 1847-1907 
This map was adapted by Barbara Coffin of the DNR, Natural Heritage Program from The Original Vegetation of Minnesota, 
compiled in 1930 by F. J. Marschner from the U. S. General Land Office Survey Notes and published in 1974 under the direction of M. L. Heinselman of the U. S. Forest Service. It was produced by the Cartography Laboratory of the Department of Geography, 
University of Minnesota. 

a map 

Published by the Natural Heritage Program, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 1988©  



APPENDIX B 

Photos of Prairie Restoration at Clare’s Well, Annandale, Minnesota 

and at the Franciscan Motherhouse, Little Falls, Minnesota 
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Appendix C 

Article in Community News, newsletter of the 

Franciscan Sisters of Little Falls, Minnesota 

 



Appendix C 

Article for Community News 

Check Out New Garden 

I invite you to check out the prairie garden I planted at the Motherhouse just south 

of the vegetable garden the first week of June. Native prairie seed grasses and 

wildflowers were planted. Wildflower seedlings were planted at the garden borders. 

Sister Ruth Lentner had been tilling this soil for four years to prepare it for planting. 

Once it matures in three to five years it will require very low maintenance. This planting 

was part of my final project for a Master of Arts Degree in Earth Literacy from St. Mary 

of the Woods College in Indiana. 

Restoration ecology has become an important part of conservation management. 

Prairies help provide cleaner air and water, and they build soil. They also provide 

excellent habitat for small insects and butterflies. 

I am currently working on my final paper for the degree with graduation in 

August. 1am deeply appreciative for the opportunity to earn this degree. The knowledge 

is invaluable and the experiences in nature will always be a part of me. 

Sr. Gloria Haider 

 


